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 .Let E denote the natural module for the general linear group GL kn
over an infinite field k of non-zero characteristic p. We consider here
modules which are direct summands of the dth tensor power Emd. The
original motivation was to study the free Lie algebra. Let L be thed
homogeneous component of degree d in the free Lie algebra L of rank n
 .over k. Then GL k acts on L as the group of graded automorphisms inn
such a way that L becomes the natural module E and more generally L1 d
becomes a submodule of Emd. As is well known, if p does not divide d
then this submodule L is a direct summand of Emd. The isomorphismd
types of the indecomposable direct summands of Emd belong to the class
of tilting modules. They are naturally parametrized by row p-regular
 .partitions of d with at most n parts; we write T l for the summand
labelled by l. So if M is any direct summand of Emd then one wants to
 .know the multiplicity of T l as a direct summand of M. A tilting module
is determined by its character, we study therefore these multiplicities via
symmetric function theory. Our general result gives a formula describing
them in terms of characters of the symmetric group of degree d; this is
obtained via the characteristic map of symmetric function theory.
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We apply this formula to the free Lie algebra and our main result is as
 .follows. If p does not divide d then the multiplicity of T l as a direct
summand of L is given byd
1
l d r rm r b s , .  .d <r d
where m is the Mobius function and s is any cyclic permutation of orderÈ
d in the symmetric group of degree d. If p divides d and n G d then Ld
always has an indecomposable direct summand that is not isomorphic to
 .any such T l , though this is not always so when n - d. The main result
w xgeneralizes the characteristic zero formula of Wever 26 . The proof we
give is in fact valid for arbitrary characteristic.
In the last section we discuss the p-local structure of the ring L of
symmetric functions. Among other things we study the subring L , theproj
subring of the ring of symmetric functions generated by the symmetric
 .functions corresponding to the characters of the T l with l p-regular.
We show that k m L is isomorphic to the polynomial ring freelyZ proj
generated by the symmetric functions p for d not divisible by p. Thed
w xresults have analogoues for the ring of symmetric functions studied in 7 .
We apply these to determine the ``p-superclasses'' of a symmetric group
relative to a Young subgroup. Further explanation and motivation is given
in Subsection 4.1.
 .1. ON REPRESENTATIONS OF GL kn
1.1. We write N for the set of non-negative integers. Let n G 1 and0
q .d G 0. We write L n for the set of all partitions with at most n parts.
q .Moreover, we denote by L n, d the set of partitions of d which have at
 . < < nmost n parts, that is, those l s l , l , . . . , l with l [  l s d.1 2 n is1 i
The transpose of a partition l is denoted by l9.
Let p G 1. We say that the partition l is row p-singular if we have
l s l s ??? s l ) 0 for some i G 1, and otherwise say that l isi iq1 iqpy1
 .row p-regular. We say that l is non-p-restricted or column p-singular if we
have l y l G p for some i G 1 and otherwise say that l is p-restrictedi iq1
 . q .or column p-regular . We write L n, d for the set of row p-regularrow
q . q .partitions in L n, d and write L n, d for the set of p-restrictedcol
q .partitions in L n, d . If p s 0 we make the convention that all partitions
q .are row-p-regular and column p-regular, and we set L n, d srow
q . q .L n, d s L n, d .col
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1.2. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic p G 0 and let G be the
 .  .group GL k , where n G 1. We write mod S for the category of finiten
 .dimensional modules for a k-algebra S. Let mod n, d be the category of
finite-dimensional polynomial representations of G which are homoge-
neous of degree d. We denote by E the natural n-dimensional G-module
 .with standard basis e , . . . , e . Note that mod n, d is closed with respect to1 n
the formation of sub- and quotient G-modules and contains Emd. The set
q .  .L n, d parametrizes the simple modules in mod n, d ; we denote the
q .  . w  . .xsimple module of highest weight l g L n by L l ; see 14, 3.5 a ,
 .   ..noting that the category mod n, d is equivalent to mod S n, d , where
 .  .  .S n, d denotes the Schur algebra. For V g mod n, d and l g L n, d we
write V l for the l weight space of V.
 .The symmetric group on a finite set A will be denoted Sym A and we
 .  4  .write simply Sym d if A s 1, 2, . . . , d . By convention Sym 0 is the group
with one element.
 .   ..An important tool which relates mod n, d and mod k Sym d is the
Schur functor f , which is defined whenever n G d. Assuming that this is
 d. q .the case, the partition v s 1 belongs to L n, d . We have the naturald
 .embedding f : Sym d ª G given by
e , if 1 F i F d;s  i.
f s e s .  .i  e , if d - i F ni
 .  . vdfor s g Sym d . For V g mod n, d we put fV s V , the v -weightd
 .  .space of V, and regard fV as a Sym d -module with action s ¨ s f s ¨ ,
 .  .for s g Sym d , ¨ g V. If a : V ª V 9 is a morphism in mod n, d then
 .f a : fV ª fV 9 is the restriction of a to the v weight space. Thus wed
 .   ..have an exact functor f : mod n, d ª mod k Sym d . The definition just
given is a slight variation on that of the Schur functor, which we temporar-
w x md md wily denote by f 9, given in 14 . However, we have fE s f 9E , by 14,
 .x md6.3d . Moreover, it follows from the faithfulness of E as a module for
 . w  . .x  .the Schur algebra S n, d 14, 2.6c ii , that every V g mod n, d is a
subquotient of a direct sum of copies of Emd, and we get fV s f 9V by
  . q . 4exactness. The set fL l : l g L n, d is a full set of simplecol
 . w  .xk Sym d -modules 14, 6.4b .
q .  .1.3. For l g L n let D l be the Weyl module with unique simple
 .  .  wquotient L l , and let = l be its contravariant dual see 14, Sects. 4.7
x w x.  .   ..and 5 , or 21 . We write F = resp. F D for the category of finite
dimensional G-modules which admit a filtration with sections isomorphic
 .   .. q .to = m resp. D m , with m g L n . For a finite dimensional G-module
 .V we also express the condition V g F = by saying that V has a good
 .filtration and we also express the condition V g F D by saying the V has
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w x a Weyl filtration. By a theorem of Ringel 23 proved in the setting of
w xfinite dimensional algebras, but see 6, Sect. 1 for the transition to
. q .reductive algebraic groups there is, for each l g L n , an indecompos-
 .  .  .able module T l g F = j F D with highest weight l. Moreover l
 .occurs with multiplicity one as the weight of T l and is the unique
 .  .highest weight. Furthermore every module in F = l F D is a direct sum
 . q .  . q .of T l 's, l g L n . The modules T l , l g L n are known as the
 .partial, polynomial tilting modules of G.
These results are valid for arbitrary reductive algebraic groups, but in
the case of the general linear groups considered here there is a more
w  . xexplicit construction 6, 3.4 Lemma , which shows in particular that for
each d, the module Emd is a direct sum of tilting modules. We have that
 .nmd lE ( T l . ) .  .[
q .lgL n , d row
l  . q .  l q . 4We put P s fT l , for l g L n, d . Then P : l g L n, d is arow row
 . lfull set of projective indecomposable k Sym d -modules. Writing D for
l  .  lthe head of P we obtain a full set of simple k Sym d -modules D :
q . 4l g L n, d . The relationship between the two labellings of therow
 .  . l9 q .simple k Sym d -modules is fL l s k m D , l g L n, d , where ks col s
 .is the one-dimensional k Sym d -module afforded by the sign representa-
 . l w  . .  . xtion. The multiplicity n in * is dim D ; see 8, Sect. 2 5 i , ii ; 11, 4.1 .l
2. SYMMETRIC FUNCTION THEORY
2.1. We adopt the notation and conventions of Chapter 1 of Macdon-
w xald 19 . We write L for the ring of symmetric polynomials in n variablesn
x , . . . , x . There is a natural grading L s [ Ld . We have a ring1 n n nd G 0
homomorphism L ª L , for n G m, obtained by setting the variablesn m
x , . . . , x equal to 0. The graded inverse limit L is the ring ofmq 1 n
 .symmetric functions in infinitely many variables and the natural map r :n
L ª L restricts to an isomorphism r d: Ld ª Ld in degree d F n. Wen n n
shall often identify an element of Ld with its image in Ld under thisn
 .isomorphism for d F n . For each partition l we have Schur's symmetric
 .function s g L. We have that r s g L is non-zero if and only if thel n l n
  . n4number of parts of l is at most n, and r s : l g N is a Z-basis of L .n l 0 n
 .The ring L has a natural bilinear form , and the s 's, as l ranges overl
all partitions, form an orthonormal Z-basis. We have the involutory ring
 .isomorphism v : L ª L whose effect on this basis is given by v s s s .l l9
q . w x2.2. For l, m g L n, d we write l : m for the multiplicity of then
 .  .  .  .GL k -module L m as a composition factor of the GL k -module = l .n n
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q . w x w xFor l, m g L n we write l : m for the stable value of l : m , forn
w  . xn 4 0; see 14, 6.6e Theorem . For a suitable listing of the elements of
q . w x. qL n, d the matrix l : m is unitriangular so that we havel, m g L n, d.
w xuniquely determined symmetric functions l such that s s  l : m lm l m m
 .where l is the partition of d and m runs over partitions of d . The
restriction of l to n variables is the character of the irreducible modulel
 .  w x.L l for GL of high weight l see, e.g., 4, Sect. 2, Proposition . For an
w x w xpartition l of d we define i s  m : l s and t s  l9 : m9 s , wherel m m l m m
m runs over all partitions of d. Thus the restriction of i to n variables isl
 .  .the character of the S n, d -module injective hull I l of the simple
 . w  .xmodule L l of high weight l; see 5, 2.1 . Moreover restriction of t tol
 .  .n variables is the character of the tilting module T l for S n, d of high
w  .xweight l, for n G d; see 6, 3.8 .
 .  .LEMMA. i We ha¨e v i s t , for a partition l.l l9
 .  .  4  4  .  4   .4ii The following are dual bases: a i , l ; b t , v l .l l l l9
 .  .   ..iii For s g L we ha¨e s s  s, l i and s s  s, v l t .l l l l l9 l
 .Proof. i This follows directly from the definitions.
 .ii From unitriangularity of the decomposition matrix and the fact
 .that the s 's form a basis we get that the i 's do too. Hence by i the t 'sl l l
also form a basis. Fix d and consider the set P of partitions of d. Let
w x  .a s l : m for l, m g P and let A s a . Then A is unitriangularlm lm
 .  .with respect to a suitable ordering of P and has inverse B s b , say.lm
 .  .Let l, m g P. We have i , l s  a b s , s s  b a s d ,l m j , t jl mt j t t mt tl lm
 .  .  .   ..   . .proving part a . Part b now follows from i : t , v l s v t , l sl m9 l m9
 .i , l s d s d .l9 m9 l9m9 lm
 .iii This is clear.
2.3. For d G 0 we write Rd for the additive group of generalised
 . d dcharacters of Sym d . Then R s [ R is a graded ring. Each R has thed
standard bilinear form and we extend this to a form on R making distinct
Rd's orthogonal. We have the involutory isometric isomorphism v on R
 . .  .  . d  .   .given by v f x s sgn x f x , for f g R , x g Sym d where sgn x
.denotes the sign of a permutation x . We have the characteristic isomor-
phism char: R ª L denoted ch in Macdonald, but we keep ch for
.character . This is a v equivariant isometric isomorphism and we have
 l. l  .char x s s , where x is the character of Sym d labelled by thel
partition l of d.
 .   ..  .1 . If k has characteristic zero then we ha¨e char ch fX s ch X , for
 .any GL k -module which is polynomial of degree d F n.n
If X is a tilting module then it is known that fX is a ``signed Young
 .module,'' hence is liftable and then 1 also holds. We will now make this
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precise. For a principal ideal domain A we have the Schur algebra
 .S n, d over A. Suppose that d F n. We have the Schur functor f :A A
  ..   .. w xmod S n, d ª mod A Sym d over A as in 8, Sect. 5 , for example.
w x q .From 8, p. 420 we have, for each l g L n, d , an indecomposable
 .tilting module T l of high weight l. Let Z denote the ring of p-adicA p
integers, let Q denote the field of p-adic numbers and let for the momentp
w  . .xk denote the field of p elements. It follows from 8, Sect. 5, 1 ii , that we
 .  . q .  .have k m T l ( T l for l g L n, d . Let Q l denote theZ Z k Zp p p
 .  . w  .xprojective indecomposable S n, d -module with head L l . By 5, 2.5 ,Z kp
 .  . f Q l is isomorphic to Y l , the Young module labelled by l see alsoZ Zp pw  .  .x.6, 3.6 Lemma ii . In the same way it is easy to check that, for
q .  .  .  .  .l g L n, d , we have f T l ( Z m T l9 , where Z de-Z Z p s Z Z p sp p p p
 .notes the Z Sym d -module afforded by the sign representation. Wep
l  . ldenote by h the character of the Young module Y l and denote by hZ sp
 .  .the character of the ``signed'' Young module Z m Y l9 , for l gp s Z Zp p
q .   . .  . L n, d . We have f Q m Q l ( Q m Y l and f Q mp Z Z p Z Z p Zp p p p p
 . .  .  . .  .T l ( Q m Z m Y l9 . From 1 we therefore get thatZ p Z p s Z Zp p p p
 l.  .  .char h is the character of Q l which is also the character of Q l ,Z kp
 l.  .and similarly char h is the character of T l . Further, the character ofs k
 .  .0  wQ l is equal to the character of its contravariant dual Q l see 14,k k
 . x.  .Sect. 2.7 and 3.3e Proposition , which is the injective envelope of L l .k
Thus we have the following.
 .  l.  l.2 . char h s i and char h s t .l s l
d  .Let R be the Z-span of the characters of the projective Z Sym d -proj p
modules and R s [` Rd . Let L denote the span of all i withproj proj proj lds0
l being p-restricted, equivalently the Z-span of all t with l beingl
 .p-regular. From 2 we have:
 .3 . char restricts to an isomorphism R ª L .proj proj
w  .x d dFrom 3, 18.26 , R consists of the elements of R which are zero onproj
 .p-singular elements of Sym d , and we therefore have the following.
 . d4 . An element x g R ¨anishes on all p-singular elements if and only if
 .char x g L .proj
q . l lFor l g L n, d we define b to be the Brauer character of D .row
w xWe refer the reader to 25, III for general properties of modular charac-
ters of finite groups.
 . d  l. l5 . For x g R we ha¨e x s  x , b h , the sum being o¨er regu-proj l s
 .  l.lar partitions l, and hence char x s  x , b t .l l
 . l  .Proof. For l row p regular we have fT l ( P so that, by 2 , the
l l  l. lcharacter of P is h . We write x s  x , b h , using the orthogonalitys l s
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between Brauer characters of projective indecomposables and simples for
 .  .  l.the finite groups Sym d . Applying char we get char x s  x , b t .l l
 .  .We write ten d for the category of finite dimensional GL k -modulesn
which are direct summands of direct sums of copies of Emd.
 .  .  .6 . Let T g ten d , with d F n and suppose ch T s char x . Then we
 .ml.  l.ha¨e T ( [ T l , where m s x , b .q llg L n, d.row
 .  .Proof. This follows from 3 and 5 .
md  .  .EXAMPLE. Let T s E . For n G d we have ch T s char x where x
 .  l.is the regular character of the symmetric group Sym d . Hence x , b s
l . l  .b 1 s dim D , which gives * of Subsection 1.3.
w  .x w  .x2.4. Remark. We have fL l s  b f = m , in the Grothendieckm lm
 .  .group of k Sym d -modules where the b 's are as in Subsection 2.2 .lm
 .Hence the Brauer character of fL l at a p-regular element x is
m .  . b x x . Since fL l s 0 when l is not p-restricted we get thatm lm
 b x m is identically 0 on p-regular elements, for all l non-restricted.m lm
In fact, a fortiori, letting I be the Z-span of all  b x m, with l notm lm
p-restricted it is easy to check that I is the kernel of the natural map
` ` `   .. h s [ h : R s [ R ª R s [ Grot k Sym d where Grot in-d dds0 ds0 ds0
  ..dicates the Grothendieck group and h : R s Grot C Sym d ªd d
  .. .Grot k Sym d is the decomposition map , the Z-span J of all l , with ll
not p-restricted, is an ideal of L and that R ª L ª LrJ factors through
h to give an isomorphism R ª LrJ.
w  .x w  .x lAlso, we have k m fL l9 s  b k m f = m so that b is thes m l9m s
restriction of  b x m9 to p-regular elements.m l9m
2.5. The characteristic map is a multiplicative homomorphism and so it
 .relates, in particular, characters of tensor products of polynomial GL k -n
 .modules and characters of Sym d -modules induced from Young sub-
groups. This has a realization on the level of modules whenever Schur
 . functors are defined. Let a s a , . . . , a be a composition of d with1 r
.  .a , . . . , a G 1 and a q ??? qa s d . We write Sym a for the Young1 r 1 r
w x wsubgroup S =???=S , where S sSym 1, a and S sSym a q???qa q1 r 1 1 i 1 iy1
x w x 1, a q ??? qa , for 2 F i F r. Here a, b denotes the set of integers a,1 i
4  .a q 1, . . . , b if a, b are integers with a F b. Let e : S ª Sym a be the1 1 1
 .identity map and, for i G 2, let e : S ª Sym a be the isomorphismi i i
 . .  .defined by e s b s s a q ??? qa q b , for s g S , 1 F b F a . Sup-i 1 iy1 i i
 .   ..pose n G d and let f : mod n, d ª mod k Sym d be the Schur functor.
 .For 1 F i F r we write f for the Schur functor mod n, a ªi i
Ä  ..  .  .mod k Sym a and write f for the functor mod n, a ª mod kS ob-i i i i
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  ..tained by composing f with the equivalence of categories mod k Sym ai i
 .  .ª mod kS induced by the isomorphism e : S ª Sym a . We identifyi i i i
 .kS m ??? m kS with k Sym a in the usual way.1 r
r  .   ..LEMMA. The functors F, F9:  mod n, a ª mod k Sym d definedis1 i
by
Symd. Ä ÄF y, . . . , y s Ind f y m ??? m f y and .  /Syma. 1 r
F9 y, . . . , y s f ym ??? m y .  .
are naturally equi¨ alent.
Proof. It suffices to prove this when r s 2; the general case follows by
 .  .induction. Let C be a system of coset representatives of Sym a in Sym d .
 .  .Let M g mod n, a and M g mod n, a . We have1 1 2 2
f M m M s M s 1a1 , 0 a2 . m M s 0 a1 , 1a2 . . .  .[1 2 1 2
sgC
 .  .  .Define t s t M , M : F M , M ª F9 M , M to be the k-linear map1 2 1 2 1 2
given by
t s m m s m m s s s m s m m s .  .  .  . .  . 1 2 1 2 /
sgC sgC
Ä Ä .  .  .for m s g f M , m s g f M . This is a well-defined Sym d -isomor-1 1 1 2 2 2
phism. Moreover, defining t on morphisms in the obvious way, t is a
natural transformation.
3. THE GL -MODULE STRUCTURE OF THEn
FREE LIE ALGEBRA
3.1. We view the free Lie algebra of rank n over k as the Lie
 .subalgebra generated by E in the tensor algebra T E of E. Note that L
 .is naturally graded and L s E, and L is a GL k -submodule. We have1 d n
the canonical endomorphism f of Emd, with image L . The map is givend d
by left normalized brackets, i.e., f is the identity map and we have1
 . w  . xf x m ??? m x s f x m ??? m x , x , for d ) 1 and x , . . . , xd 1 d dy1 1 dy1 d 1 d
 . 2g E. It is easy to check and well known that f s df , consequently thed d
canonical map Emd ª L splits if p does not divide d.d
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 .3.2. The character of the GL k -module L may be found in variousn d
ways. It is given by
1
d r rch L s m r p , .d rd <r d
where m is the Mobius function and where p denotes the r th power sumÈ r
w x w xand also its restriction to n variables 1, 27 . The paper by Witt 27 gives a
proof for the dimensions of the weight spaces of L , in characteristic 0,d
which is natural in the context of symmetric functions and, furthermore,
the formula holds in arbitrary characteristic since both sides are indepen-
 .dent of characteristic. It is easily deduced and well known that ch L sd
 . dchar x , for n G d, where x g R is given byd d
z d r r m r , if g has cycle type r d r r .  . r .dx g s .d  0, otherwise
 .for g g Sym d . Here, for a partition l of d we denote by z the order ofl
 .the centralizer in Sym d of an element of cycle type l.
3.3. Suppose that the characteristic p of k is prime.
THEOREM. Assume that p does not di¨ ide d and let s be a d-cycle in
 .  .ml.Sym d . We ha¨e L ( [ T l , whereqd lg L n, d.row
1
l d r rm s m r b s .  .l d <r d
q .for l g L n, d .row
Proof. First suppose n G d. Since p does not divide d we have by
Subsection 3.2 evidently that x vanishes on p-singular elements ofd
 .Sym d , and hence x g R , so by Subsection 2.3 we getd proj
m s x , b l .l d
which gives directly the formula of the statement, by Subsection 3.2. By
 .Subsection 3.1, the module L belongs to ten d . Suppose d F n. Then Ld d
 .ml.and [ T l are tilting modules with the same character and hencel
isomorphic. To get the result for arbitrary n, one truncates the result for
wN 4 0 to n. For the general set-up for truncation see 11, Sect. 3.9; 6,
x w  .Sect. 1 . For the truncation of a tilting module see 11, 1.7 Proposition ii ;
 .  .x6, 1.5 Proposition ii . We leave it to the reader to check that the map fd
of Subsection 3.1 commutes with truncation and to deduce that the result
of truncation applied to the dth component of the free Lie algebra of rank
N is to obtain the dth component of the free Lie algebra in n variables.
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Note that in the case when k has characteristic zero, this is Wever's
w xformula. For a discussion of characteristic 0 multiplicity results, see 18 .
 . l3.4. EXAMPLES. 1 Suppose x belongs to a block of defect zero of a
symmetric group. Then x l vanishes on p-singular elements and x l s b l.
 .Hence in the case the multiplicity of T l as a summand of L is the samed
 .as the multiplicity over characteristic zero of = l in L .d
 . l2 Let p ) 2. Consider partitions l where x belongs to a block of
 .  w x.Sym d of weight 1 see 16, 6.2 . Such partitions can be labelled
 .  .  .  .l 1 , . . . , l p where l 1 ) ??? ) l p , with respect to the dominance
 .  .order, and moreover l i is row p-regular for i - p and l p is row
p-singular. The irreducible Brauer characters of the block are given by
b l1. s x l1. , b l i. s x l i. y x l iy1. 2 F i F p y 1 . .
 w xThis is well known. We were unable to find a direct reference, but by 24
all blocks of weight 1 have the same decomposition matrix as the principal
 .  .block of k Sym p , preserving the order of partitions. For k Sym p see,
w x .for example, 16, 6.3.9 .
 .Assume d is a prime and d ) 2 p. Then the l i are not hook partitions,
w x l i.and it follows from the hook formula 16, 2.3.21 that the degree of x is
divisible by d and therefore x l i. belongs to a d-block of defect zero. This
l i. .   ..gives x s s 0. If m denotes the multiplicity of T l i as a sum-l i.
mand in L then we deduced
m s b l i. 1 rd 1 F i F p y 1 . .  .l i.
3.5. Assume now that the characteristic p of k divides d. First we will
show that the canonical map Emd ª L does not split if n G d. In fact wed
have the following stronger result.
 .LEMMA. Assume n G d. If p di¨ ides d then L does not belong to ten d .d
Proof. If suffices to show that the character x does not vanish ond
 d r p.p-singular elements. We have x s / 0, where s is a d-cycle, byd
Subsection 3.2, and s d r p is p-singular.
3.6. The hypothesis n G d in Subsection 3.5 cannot be omitted. Con-
sider the case n s 2 and d s 3 where p s 3. There is a surjective
G-homomorphism
L m E ª L .2 3
By dimensions, L m E ( L . By Subsection 3.2 we know that L belongs2 3 2
 .  .to ten 2 , and then L m E g ten 3 . Similarly if p s 3 and n s 2 then2
 .one can show that L g ten 6 .6
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3.7. One may ask whether the indecomposable direct summands of Ld
 .are isomorphic to T l with only row p-singular l occurring, or whether
L still has a filtration by Weyl modules or by the duals of Weyl modules.d
This is not the case in general, as the following example shows. Assume
w x 2  2 .p s 2 and d s n s 4. We have L G L , L ( H H E , which has4 2 2
 . w x2character s and is self dual as an SL k -module. It follows that L , L21 4 2 2
 2 .  4.   4. .is isomorphic to L 21 [ L 1 and therefore we have Hom L 1 , LG 4
/ 0. However, the character of L is s q s 2 so that if L had a good4 31 21 4
 .  2 .filtration then the sections would be = 31 , = 21 and the socle of L4
 .  2 .would have to be isomorphic to a submodule of L 31 [ L 21 . But we
 4.have just shown that L 1 occurs in the socle of L and therefore L does4 4
not have a good filtration. One can also deduce this from the determina-
w xtion, given by Fitzpatrick 12 , of the submodule structure of the version of
L over Z as a module for Z H, the monoid algebra over Z of4 2. 2. 2.
= .H s Mat 4, Z , the monoid of 4 = 4 matrices with entries in Z.
2  2 .  2 .Suppose that p s 2 and n G 2. We have L ( H E ( = 1 ( D 12
 2 .and hence L is isomorphic to T 1 . Thus L is a tilting module with2 2
highest weight row 2-singular. This shows in particular that Lemma 3.5
 .does not remain true if ten d is replaced by the class of tilting modules, in
general.
4. SOME p-LOCAL STRUCTURE OF THE RING OF
SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
4.1. In this section we continue the study of R and L which weproj proj
w xbegan in Section 2. We also work in a generalized context. From 7 , we
have an isometric isomorphism char: K ª J which generalizes the charac-
teristic map of symmetric function theory. The ring K is graded and each
component consists of functions on a symmetric group which are class
functions relative to a suitable Young subgroup. The ring J is the graded
inverse limit of rings of polynomial invariants for the conjugation action of
GL on tuples of n = n matrices. The components of K may be seen fromn
 . the point of view of the `` G, H -character theory'' for G a finite group
. w xand H a subgroup described in 10 . More precisely a component of K
 .  .  w x.has the form C G, H s C G, H in the notation of 10 , where G is a0 0 Z
symmetric group and H is a Young subgroup. In the case H s G we have
 .  .C G, H s X G , the group of generalized characters of G. Let p be a0
rational prime. For a finite group G one also has other related groups
Ã .important in the p-modular theory: the group X G of p-modularbrau
Ã .generalized Brauer characters; the group X G of p-modular general-proj
Ã Ã .  .ized projective characters; and the Cartan quotient X G rX G .brau proj
These groups may be defined in terms of the conjugacy class of p-regular
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elements. Though we are unable to make sense of these notions in the
 .general G, H -context, we do so in the above case in which G is a
symmetric group and H is a Young subgroup, and determine explicitly the
structure of the Cartan quotient. These considerations, as presented here,
are bound up with the p-local structure of R , in particular with the fact,proj
 .Corollary 4.2, that the localization of R and L at p is a freeproj proj
polynomial Z -algebra. In the final subsection we use the p-local struc- p.
ture of the ring of symmetric functions to explicitly determine the p-super-
 .classes as defined below of a symmetric group relative to a Young
subgroup.
We end this subsection by recalling, for the convenience of the reader,
 . w xthe general setup of G, H character theory, as developed in 10 , and
various related notions. We fix a finite group G and subgroup H. Let A be
a Dedekind domain. By an AG-lattice we mean an AG-module which is
finitely generated and torsion free as an A-module. Given an AG-lattice V
and an AH-module endomorphism u of V we define a function x :u
 .   . .G ª A by the formula x x s trace p x (u , where, for x g G, weu
 .  . .denote by p x the A-endomorphism of V given by p x ¨ s x¨ , for
¨ g V. We call x the endofunction, or shifted trace function, defined byu
u . The set of all endofunctions x , as u ranges over all AH-endomor-u
 .phisms of all AG-lattices V, forms an A-subalgebra, C G, H of the0 A
 .A-algebra C G, H of all functions f : G ª A which are H class func-A
 y1 .  .tions, in the sense that f hxh s f x , for all x g G, h g H.
There are two special cases of particular interest. First, suppose that A
is the ring of integers in a cyclotomic number field F, viewed as a subfield
w xof the field C of complex numbers. This case is discussed at length in 10 .
 .  .We have the natural inner product C G, H = C G, H ª A given by0 A 0 A
1
f , g s f x g x , .  .  .< <H xgG
] 2p i r nwhere denotes complex conjugation. Moreover, if F contains e ,
 .where n is the order of G, then C G, H contains an orthonormal basis0 A
and this is determined up to multiplication by a root of unity. The
 .elements of an orthonormal basis are called the irreducible G, H charac-
ters. In the case G s H, the irreducible ordinary characters form an
orthonormal basis. For arbitrary H we refer to this setup as the relative
 .character theory, or G, H character theory. We call F a splitting field for
 .  . w x G, H if C G, H contains an orthonormal basis. It is shown in 7 see0 A
w x.also 10, Sect. 5 that if G is a symmetric group and H is a Young
 .subgroup then Q is a splitting field for G, H and indeed a complete set
 .of irreducible G, H characters is explicitly described in that case.
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In the second case of interest we take A to be a field k of characteristic
w xp ) 0. This case is discussed at length in 9, Appendix B . The k-algebra
 .C G, H may be then be described in terms of subsets of G which we0 k
 .call endoclasses or H, p -superclasses of G. We define ; to be the
equivalence relation whose classes are the subsets of G on which all
endofunctions are constant, i.e., for x, y g G, we have x ; y if and only
.  .  .  .  .if f x s f y for all f g C G, H . The H, p -superclasses are, by0 k
definition, the equivalence classes for this relation. This relation also has
an explicit group theoretic description, which we now give. We say that x,
y g G are adjacent if there exists a p-subgroup Q of H which is normal-
ized by x and such that y g xQ. The equivalence relation ; is then the
equivalence generated by adjacency, i.e., for x, y g G we have x ; y if
 .and only if there is a sequence of elements z , . . . , z g G such that0 m
x s z , y s z and such that z and z are adjacent, for 1 F i F m. The0 m iy1 i
 .algebra C G, H is exactly the algebra of all k-valued functions on G0 k
 .which are constant on all H, p -superclasses. For the case H s G one has
that x, y g G belong to the same endoclass if and only if the p9-parts of
x, y are conjugate in G. These classes are sometimes known as the
p-superclasses of G and figure prominently in the proof, by Roquette, of
w xBrauer's induction theorem, see, e.g., 2, Sect. 40 . From the description
just given we have in particular that each p-superclass contains a unique
 .p-regular class. Our description of the H, p -superclasses, for H a Young
 .subgroup of a symmetric group G given in Subsection 4.8 , is analogous to
 .this: we have a notion of p-regular; we associate to each H, p -superclass
 .a p-regular H-conjugacy class and show that H, p -superclasses are equal
if and only if the associated p-regular H-conjugacy classes are equal.
It would be interesting to have a similar description for other groups G
and subgroups H.
 .4.2. Let G be a finite group. We write X G for the group of
 .  .generalized characters. We write X G for the subgroup of X Gproj
consisting of those functions which vanish at the p-singular elements. Thus
 .X G is the Z-span of the characters of the projective G-modules overproj
w xthe ring of integers in a sufficiently large p-adic number field 3, 18.26 .
PROPOSITION. Let F F C be a algebraic number field which is a splitting
 .Xfield of G, and let A be the ring of integers in F. Let X G be the set ofproj
class functions f : G ª A which ¨anish at p-singular elements and such that
 . <  . <f x is di¨ isible by Z x , for all x g G.G
 .  .X  .  .i X G is a subgroup of finite p9-index in A ? X G , and inproj proj
 .  .X Xfact we ha¨e lX G F X G , where l is the l.c.m. of the p -parts of theproj proj
orders of the centralizers of the p-regular elements of G.
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 .ii Let P be a prime ideal of A containing p. The A -module A ?P P
 .X G has basis z c , . . . , z c , where c is the characteristic function onproj 1 1 m m i
<  . <the conjugacy class of s and z s Z s , 1 F i F m, for representati¨ esi i G i
s , . . . , s of the p-regular classes of G.1 m
Proof. Let x , . . . , x be the set of irreducible characters of G. We1 n
n  . n  .  .have z c s  x , z c x s  x s x g A ? X G , for 1 F i F m.i i js1 j i i j js1 j i j
 .Moreover, z c is 0 on all p-singular elements so that z c g A ? X G ,i i i i proj
X  .for 1 F i F m. Let z be the p9-part of z , 1 F i F m. For f g X Gi i proj
m  .  . <  . <we have f s  f s c . But f s is divisible by the p-part of Z sis1 i i i G i
it is enough to consider the case in which f is the character of a
projective BG-module, where B is the ring of integers in a p-adic number
 :field, then the result follows by restricting to Q = s , where Q is a Sylowi
 ..  .subgroup of Z s , for 1 F i F m. Hence lf s is divisible by z , 1 F i FG i i i
m   . .  .X  .m, and so lf s  lf s rz z c g X G . This gives i .is1 i i i i proj
 .X  .Since X G has p9 index in A ? X G upon localization we obtainproj proj
 .  .X  .A ? X G s A ? X G , from which ii follows.P proj P proj
Let l be a partition of d. We say that l is p-regular if all parts of l are
prime to p. Recall that z is the order of the centralizer of an element ofl
 .Sym d of cycle type l. We write c for the characteristic function on thel
 X .dconjugacy class of cycle type l. We define R to be the Z-span of theproj
functions z c , as l ranges over the p-regular partitions of d and definel l
X  X .d  X .dR s [ R . We define, by transport of structure, L sproj proj projd G 0
 X .dchar R , the Z-span of the elements p , as l ranges over all p-regularproj l
X  X .dpartitions of d, and define L s [ L .proj projd G 0
Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0.
 . XCOROLLARY. i The Z-module R has basis z c , as l ranges o¨er allproj l l
p-regular partitions, and the Z-algebra LX is freely generated by the elementsproj
p , with d prime to p.d
 . X  . Xii R rR is a torsion p -group.proj proj
 . diii For d G 0, the Z -module Z ? R has basis z c , as l ranges p.  p. proj l l
o¨er all p-regular partition of d.
 .iv The Z -algebra Z ? R is freely generated by the elements z c , p.  p. proj d d
with d prime to p, and the Z -algebra Z ? L if freely generated by the p.  p. proj
powers sums p , with d prime to p.d
 .v The k-algebra k m L is freely generated by the elements 1 m p ,Z proj d
with d G 1 prime to p.
 .  X .dProof. Part i follows from the definitions. We get that R is aproj
subgroup of finite p9-index in Rd , for each d, from the proposition. Thusproj
Z ? RX s Z ? R , from which the remaining assertions follow. p. proj  p. proj
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4.3. We now make a formal generalization of part of the previous
section to a ring of symmetric functions over a set. Let F be a set. We
 .  .write L F for the free polynomial ring on symbols h r, b , for r G 1,
 .  .b g F. We set h 0, b s 1, for b g F. For a partition l s l , l , . . . we1 2
 .  .  .write h l, b for h l , b h l , b . . . . Let P denote the set of all parti-1 2
 .tions. We write Map F, P for the set of partition valued functions
w xF ª P of finite support. For partitions l, m, as in 19, I, 1 , we write
l j m for the partition whose parts are those of l and m, that is,
 .  . l j m s l9 q m9 9. For l , m g Map F, P , we define l j m by l j
. .  .  .  .  .m b s l b j m b , for b g F. For l g Map F, P we set h l s
  . . h l b , b , the ``complete symmetric function'' determined by l .bg F
 .   .  .4  .  . Thus L F is Z-free on h l : l g Map F, P and h l h m s h l j
.  .  .m , for l , m g Map F, P . We call L F the ring of symmetric functions
 .o¨er F. Note, for b g F, we have the canonical injection i : L ª L Fb
 .  .  .  .given by i h s h r, b , for r G 1. We set p l, b s i p , for l g P,b r b l
 .   . .  .b g F and set p l s P p l b , b , for l g Map F, P . We setbg F
 .  .  .   . .s l,b s i s , for l g P, b g F and set s l s  s l b , b , theb l bg F
 .  .``Schur symmetric function,'' for l g Map F, P . We let L F denoteproj
 .  .the subring of L F generated by all subrings i L , b g F. We writeb proj
 .X  .  .L F for the subring of L F generated by all power sums p d, b ,proj
 . with d prime to p. Note that if F : F then the natural map L F m L FZ
.  .  .  ._ F ª L F is an isomorphism. We identify L F with a subring of L F
 4in the obvious way. If F s b , . . . , b has cardinality m then we have a1 m
 .natural isomorphism L m ??? m L ª L F , taking x m ??? m x to1 m
 .  .i x ??? i x , for x , . . . , x g L. These isomorphisms respect theb 1 b m 1 m1 m
``projective'' parts of the various rings concerned. From these remarks and
Corollary 4.2, we obtain the following result.
 .  .  .XPROPOSITION. i The torsion subgroup of L F rL F isproj
 .  .XL F rL F and this is a p9-group.proj proj
 .  .ii The Z -algebra Z m L F is freely generated by the elements p.  p. Z proj
 .1 m p d, b , with b g F and d G 1 prime to p.
4.4. Suppose that V is a finite dimensional Q-vector space equipped
 .with a non-singular symmetric bilinear form , . For a full lattice Y ; V
k  <  . 4we define Y s z g V y, z g Z for all y g Y . The discriminant
 .  .  .disc Y is the determinant of the n = n matrix with i, j -entry y , y ,i j
 . <  . <where y , . . . , y is a Z-basis of Y. If Y, Y : Z then we have disc Y s1 n
w k x w xY : Y , see 13, Chap. III, Sect. 2 . We shall also use the discriminant of
a subgroup Y of a finitely generated torsion free abelian group Z on which
 .a bilinear form , : Z = Z ª Q is defined, provided that the restriction to
Y = Y is non-singular. In that case we view Y as a full sublattice of
Q ? Y s Q m Y and view Y k as a subgroup of Q ? Y.Z
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Suppose that Y F Z are full sublattices of a finite dimensional Q-vector
space V equipped with a non-singular bilinear form. Then we have
<  . < <  . < w x2 w  .xdisc Y s disc Z ? Z : Y , by 13, Chap. III, 2.4 . It is easy to deduce
the following.
<  . <LEMMA. If p is a prime, if YrZ is a p9-group, and if disc Z is a power
of p then Z krZ is the p-torsion subgroup of Y krY.
Ã .4.5. Let G be a finite group. For f g X G , let f denote the restric-
 .tion of f to the set of p-regular elements. We write , for the standard
inner product on the space of complex valued class functions on G and
also for the restriction of this form to the space of complex valued class
functions on the set of p-regular elements. Restriction defines an isometry
Ã Ã .  .  <  . 4from X G to X G s f f g X G . By the modular orthogo-proj proj proj
Ã k Ã .   . <  .nality relations X G s f g Q ? X G f, c g Z for all c gproj proj
Ã Ã . 4  .X G is exactly X G , the Z-span of the Brauer characters. Thusproj brau
Ã Ã<   . . < <  .  . <we have disc X G s X G rX G , and is hence a power of p,proj brau proj
w x   . .e.g., by 3, 18.24 . Note that disc X G is the determinant of the Cartanproj
matrix.
m  4Now suppose that n : F ª N _ 0 is a map which has finite fibres. We0
 . m  .  .make L F into an N -graded ring by giving h r, b degree rn b , for0
m  .ar G b, b g F. Note that, for each a g N , the Z-module L-module L F0
 .   .has finite rank. We give L F the ``product'' inner product, i.e., h l ,
 ..  .  . mh m s  h , h , for l , m g Map F, P . Let a g N . Thenbg F l b. mb. 0
 .a  .d1there exist distinct elements b , . . . , b g F such that L F s [ L b1 s 1
 .ds  .a  .d1  .dsm ??? m L b and L F s [ L b m ??? m L b , where thes proj 1 proj s proj
 . s  .sums are over the set D of all d , . . . , d g N such that  d n b s a .1 s 0 i i i
<   .a . <LEMMA. disc L F is a power of p.proj
 .aProof. From the direct sum decomposition above L F sproj
 .d1  .d s   .a .[ L b m ??? m L b we have disc L F s1 proj s proj projd , . . . , d .g D1 s   .d1  .ds . disc L b m ??? m L b . Thus it suffices to prove thatd , . . . , d .g D 1 proj s proj1 s
<   .d1  .d s . <each disc L b m ??? m L b is a power of p. Moreover we have1 s proj
  .d1  .ds .k   .d1 .k   .ds.kL b m ??? m L b s L b m ??? m L b and1 proj s proj 1 proj s
<   .d1  .d s . < <  .d1 .k   .d s .k.disc L b m ??? m L b s L b m ??? m L b r1 proj s proj 1 proj s proj
  .d1  .d s . <L b m ??? mL b . Hence it suffices to show that each1 proj s proj
  .d j .k  .d jL b rL b is a p-group. Thus is suffices to show thatj proj j proj
<   .d . <  .disc L b is a power of p, for r G 0 and b g F. Now i : L ª L b isproj b
<  d . <an isometry so it suffices to observe that disc L is a power of p.proj
However, the characteristic map R ª L is an isometry taking Rd toproj
d  d .  d . d   ..L so that disc L s disc R . But R s X Sym d so thatproj proj proj proj proj
<  d . < <    .. . <disc R s disc X Sym d is a power of p by the opening remarksproj proj
of this subsection.
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Remark. Following through the above line of reasoning will in fact give
<   .a . <an explicit formula for disc L F in terms of F, a , n , and theproj
determinants of the Cartan matrices of various symmetric groups. How-
ever, we only wish to give an explicit answer in the special case related to
 .the `` G, H character theory'' of the symmetric groups considered in the
next sections. In that case we prefer to proceed from the above lemma to
the explicit result by more group theoretic arguments.
4.6. We now specialize the setup of Subsection 4.5. We fix a positive
integer m and take F to be the set of ``primitive cycles'' with entries in
w x w x1, m , in the sense of 7, Sect. 1 . Thus we consider finite sequences of
w x  .  .elements of 1, m . Such sequences i s i , . . . , i and j s j , . . . , j are1 r 1 s
declared to be equivalent if one is a cyclic permutation of the other. We
w x  .write i i ??? i for the equivalence class containing i , i , . . . , i and call1 2 r 1 2 r
w x w x i i ??? i a cycle with entries in 1, m . We also use ``cycle'' to mean1 2 r
``cyclic permutation'' and hope that the context will make it clear which
. w xmeaning is intended. We call r the length of the cycle i i ??? i . Let C1 2 r
w x w xbe the set of all cycles with entries in 1, m . By a period of c s i i ??? i1 2 r
g C we mean a positive integer q dividing r such that i s i for allu qqu
w x w xu g 1, r y q . We call a cycle c s i i ??? i primiti¨ e if it has no period1 2 r
 .less than r . We denote by F the set of all primitive cycles with entries in
w x w x1, m . If c s i i ??? i is a cycle with minimal period q then we call1 2 r
w xb s i i ??? i g C the associated primiti¨ e cycle.1 2 q
w x  .For b s i ??? i g F we have its content Content b s a s1 s
 . m  w x < 4a , . . . , a g N , where a is the cardinality of a g 1, s i s j , for1 m 0 j a
w x w xj g 1, m . The ring of invariant functions J considered in 7 is the free
 w  .x.polynomial ring on elements h , with r G 1, b g F by 7, Sect. 3, 12 .r , b
 .  .We identify J with L F via the ring isomorphism taking h to h r, b ,r , b
 .for r G 1, b g F. Note that the Schur symmetric functions s l , l g
 .  . wMap F, P , form an orthonormal basis of L F and it follows from 7,
 .x  .Sect. 3, 13 that the identification J ª L F is an isometry.
 .For a finite set A we write S A for the group of permutations of A
w xand for a function f : A ª 1, m we write S for the corresponding Youngf
  . < 4subgroup, i.e., S s s g S A f (s s f . The content of f is the elementf
 . m < y1 . <a s a , . . . , a g N , where a s f i , for 1 F i F m. Recall that we1 m 0 i
  . .have a parametrization of the S conjugacy classes and the S A , Sf f
w xcharacter theory in terms of partition valued functions on the set F 7 .
 . w  .Given a cyclic permutation s s a ??? a we have the cycle c s f a ???1 r 1
 .xf a g C and the associated primitive cycle b g F. We will also call br
 .the primitive cycle associated to s . We shall say that an element s g S A ,
 .written as a product of disjoint cycles s s s ??? s , is S , p -regular if1 r f
< < < <s r b is prime to p, for every 1 F i F r, where b is the primitive cyclei i i
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 .associated to s . Thus s is S , p -regular if and only if the cycle type li f
 .  .  .is p-regular. We say that s g S A is S , p -singular if it is not S , p -f f
regular.
m m For a g N , we choose a map f : A ª N of content a where A is0 a a 0 a
. a   . .  aa finite set . We put K s C S A , S this is not how K was0 a f Zaw x w x.originally defined 7 , but is equivalent, see 10, Sect. 5 . Then K s
[ K a is naturally a commutative ring and we have the characteristicma g N0 w x a aisomorphism char: K ª J, see 7 . We write K for the subgroup of Kproj
a  .consisting of the elements of K which vanish on all S , p -singularf
w x  .elements. Recall, from 7 , that the set of S -conjugacy classes in S A isf
parametrized by the set X of partition valued functions l : F ª Nm such0
 .  .that  l b Content b s a . For l g X, let c denote the characteris-bg F l
 .tic function on the S conjugacy class of S A consisting of elements off
cycle type l and let z s P z , the order of the centralizer in S ofl bg F l b. f
 X .aan element of cycle type l . We define K to be the Z-span of theproj
 .functions z c , as l ranges over S , p -regular elements of X.l l f
 .  X .a a a  X .aPROPOSITION. i We ha¨e K F K and K r K is theproj proj proj proj
a  X .a a  X .atorsion subgroup of K r K . Furthermore, K r K is a p9-group.proj proj proj
 .  .a  .Regard L F as a graded ring [ L F , by gi¨ ing h r, b degreema g N0 .   .X .a  .  .ar Content b , for r G 0, b g F, and put L F s L F 9 l F .proj proj
 .  X .a   .X .a  a .  .aii We ha¨e char K s L F and char K s L F .proj proj proj proj
 .  . w xProof. The fact that char z c s p l , for l g X 7, Sect. 3 , guaran-l l
tees that z c g K a. If l is regular then z c vanishes on all singularl l l l
a  X .a aelements and hence z c belongs to K . This gives that K F K .l l proj proj proj
Both groups have rank equal to the number of regular classes and
a  X .a atherefore K r K is torsion. By definition K is a pure subgroupproj proj proj
a a  X .aof K and hence K r K is exactly the torsion subgroup ofproj proj
a  X .a  X .a   . .aK r K . From the definitions we have that char K s L F 9 .proj proj
a  X .aFrom the description of K r K as the torsion subgroup ofproj proj
a  X .a  .  .XK r K just established and the description of L F rL F asproj proj proj
 .  .Xthe torsion subgroup of L F rL F , Proposition 4.3, we get thatproj
 a .  .a  .char K s L F . Finally, from Proposition 4.3 i we now deduce thatproj proj
a  X .aK r K is a p9-group.proj proj
a Ã4.7. We keep the notation of Subsection 4.6. For f g K let f denote
 .the restriction of f to the set of regular elements. We write , for the
 .natural form on the space of complex valued S class functions on S A ,f
w x  .see 10, Sect. 4 . We also write , for the restriction of this form to the
space of complex valued class functions on the set of regular elements of
a Ãa Ã .  <S A . Note that restriction is an isometry from K to K s f f gproj proj
a Ãa Ãa k4  .  .K . We put K s K , the group of virtual Brauer characters.proj brau proj
Let f , . . . , f be a Z-basis of K a . Since K a is a pure subgroup we may1 r proj proj
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extend this to a Z-basis f , . . . , f of K a. Let c , . . . , c be the dual basis1 s 1 s
a Ã Ã Ã Ã .of K . Then we have f , c s d , 1 F i, j F r, and hence c , . . . , c is ai j i j 1 r
Ãa  wZ-basis of K . Thus as in the usual modular theory of finite groups 25,brau
x.Sect. 16.1, Theoreme 33 :Â Á
a Ãa .1 Restriction K ª K is surjecti¨ e.brau
Ãa Ãa Ãa ÃX a Ã .  <We put K s K rK , the Cartan quotient. Let K s f fcart brau proj proj
X a Ãa . 4g K . Writing now c g Q ? K for the characteristic function onproj l proj
the S conjugacy class determined by the regular partition valued functionf
ÃX a .l , we have that K s [ Z z c , where X is the set of all regularproj l ll g X
<  . <  .partition valued functions l such that  l b Content b s a . Webg F
ÃX a k .  . .have z c , c s d , for all l , m g X, and so K s [ Zcl l m l , m proj ll g X
ÃX a k ÃX a . .  .  .and K r K ( [ ZrZ z . Now char: K ª J s L F isproj proj ll g X
a  .a <  a . <an isometry taking K to L F so that disc K is a power of p, byproj proj proj
a  X .a  .Lemma 4.5, and K r K is a p9 group, by Proposition 4.3 i .proj proj
a Ãa Ãa<  . <Moreover restriction Q ? K ª Q ? K is an isometry so that disc Kproj proj proj
Ãa ÃX a X .is a power of p and K r K is a p9-group. We write z for theproj proj l
p9-part of z , for l g X. From Lemma 4.4 we get the following explicitl
description of the Cartan quotient.
Ãa X .PROPOSITION. We ha¨e K ( [ ZrZ z rz .cart l ll g X
Ã Ã .  .  .Remarks. 1 For a finite group G, defining X G s X G rcart brau
Ã Ã m X .  .  .X G , one has X G ( [ ZrZ z rz , where s , . . . , s are repre-proj cart i i 1 mis1
<  . < Xsentatives of the p-regular conjugacy classes, z s Z s and z is thei G i i
w  .  .xp9-part of z , for 1 F i F m, see 2, 84.10 , 84.17 . The above is ani
 .analogue of this result, valid in the `` G, H relative character'' context,
with G a symmetric groups and H a Young subgroup, and reduces to the
standard result for symmetric group when H s G. The above argument,
greatly simplified, gives a proof of the standard result valid for finite
. w xgroups ; the result may also be deduced from 25, Sect. 18.2, Ex. 4 .
 .2 One may refine the proposition to give a version which is valid on
 w x.each superclass of H in G see 10, Sect. , for H a Young subgroup of
symmetric group G.
 .  .a a3 Define I K to be the set of all f g K which vanish at allbrau
a a  .a m  .regular elements and K s K rI K , for a g N . By 1 above,brau brau 0
a Ãa a Ãarestriction K ª K induces an isomorphism K ª K , for a gbrau brau brau
m  .  .a aN . We define I K s [ I K and K s [ K .m m0 brau brau brau braua g N a g N0 0  ..   ..By transport of structure we have an ideal I L F s char I K ofbrau brau
 .  .  .   ..L f and a ring L F s L F rI L F . It is not difficult to showbrau brau
  ..  .that Z m I L F has a Z -module basis 1 m h l , where l ranges p. brau  p.
over all row p-singular partition valued functions F ª P and that the
 .  .Z -algebra Z m L F is free on the elements 1 m p d, b q p.  p. brau
  ..I L F , with b g F and d prime to p.brau
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4.8. We now determine the p-superclasses in symmetric groups relative
to Young subgroups. In particular we show that, in a symmetric group
 .  .  .S A each S , p -superclass contains precisely one S , p -regular classf f
  ..as in the usual case S s S A .f
 .  .Let s s a ??? a g S A . Suppose that the primitive cycle b, say,1 m
 w x.associated to s see 7, Sect. 1 has length l, say, and that mrl is a
multiple of p, i.e., m s plh for some integer h. We say that s 9 s a ???1
. .  .  .a a ??? a ??? a ??? a is a simple f , p -degeneration ofhl hlq1 2 hl  py1.hlq1 phl
s . More generally if s s s ??? s is an arbitrary permutation written as1 r
 .  .the product of disjoint cycles we say that s 9 g S A is a simple f , p -de-
generation of s if s 9 s s ??? s s Xs s , for some 1 F s F r and s X is1 sy1 s sq1 r s
 .  .a cycle which is simple f , p -degeneration of the cycle s . For s , p g S As
 .we say that p is an f , p -degeneration of s if there exists a sequence
 .s s u , . . . , u in S A such that u is a simple p-degeneration of u for1 t iq1 i
 .   .1 F i - t. We say that elements s , p g S A are adjacent or S , p -f
.  .  .adjacent if one of the following holds: i s and p are S -conjugate; ii pf
 .is a p-degeneration of s ; iii s is a p-degeneration of p .
DEFINITION. By a Young p-superclass with respect to f we mean an
equivalence class for the equivalence relation determined by adjacency.
Note that each Young p-superclass contains precisely one S -conjugacyf
 .class of elements which have no proper p-degenerations. This class
 .  .consists of S , p -regular elements and conversely each class of S , p -f f
regular elements is contained in exactly one Young p-superclass with
respect to f.
 .  .PROPOSITION. The S , p -superclasses in S A are precisely the Youngf
p-superclasses with respect to f.
 .Proof. We first show that every S , p -superclass is a union of Youngf
 .p-superclasses. Since each S , p -superclass is a union of S conjugacyf f
classes the only thing to be shown is that if s 9 is a simple p-degeneration
 .of s then s 9 is in the S , p -superclass of s . We write s s s ??? s , af 1 r
product of disjoint cycles, and s 9 s s ??? s s Xs s , where s X is a1 sy1 s sq1 r s
 .simple degeneration of the cycle s . Thus we can write s s a ??? as s 1 m
where the associated cycle b, say, has length l, say, and that mrl is a
X multiple of p, i.e., m s plh for some integer h and that s s a ???s 1
.  .a ??? a ??? a . Thus we havehl  py1.hlq1 phl
sy1s X s a ??? a ??? a ??? a a ??? a .  .  .hl 1 phl  py1.hlq1 1 phl
s a a ??? a . .hl 2 hl phl
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 .  .Now a a ??? a belongs to the elementary abelian p-subgrouphl 2 hl phl
 . Q, say, of S generated by a a ??? a , a a ???f 1 hlq1  py1.hlq1 2 hlq2
.  .a , . . . , a a ??? a . Furthermore, Q is normalized by s and, py1.hlq2 hl 2 hl phl
 .since s 9 g s Q, we have that s 9 belongs to the S , p -superclass of s , byf
w x9, p. 73 .
 .Now suppose that s , t are S , p -regular elements in the same Youngf
p-superclass. We may choose f s f , in the construction of K above,a
 .  .where a is the content of f. We have u s s u t for every u g
  . .   . .C S A , S . Moreover we have a natural surjection kmC S A , S ª0 f k 0 f Z
  . . w x  .  .C S A , S 10, Proposition 6.2 . In particular we must have u s ' u t0 f k
 .   . . l  . l  .modulo p for every u g C S A , S . Hence we have x s ' x t ,0 f
<  . <  .for every l : F ª P with  l b Content b s a . Thus we havebg F
x l ' x l , where s and t have cycles types m and n, respectively.m n
 . w  .x  .  .However the limiting version of , 7, 11 now gives p m ' p n in
 .J s L F . All parts of all partition values of m and n are prime to p so we
get m s n by Proposition 4.3 and hence s and t are S -conjugate, asf
required.
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